6.2. As a general rule, review centers/review classes conducted outside of the approved course curriculum by authorized entities shall be open to students from other schools. Likewise, students or reviewees shall not be restricted in the exercise of their freedom to choose which review center they want to enroll in.

6.3. HEIs enjoy academic freedom and nothing in these rules shall prohibit them from including or integrating in the appropriate curriculum review subjects with the corresponding credits as requirement for graduation.

6.4. It shall be prohibited and a violation of these Rules and Executive Order No. 566 for any entity to make advertisements or announcements referring to the operation of review centers or review courses when no permit has been given.

RULE VII
IMPLEMENTING GUIDELINES AND PROCEDURES


7.1 AUTHORITY TO ESTABLISH AND OPERATE

Only CHED recognized, accredited and reputable HEIs may be authorized to establish and operate review center/course by the CHED upon full compliance with the conditions and requirements provided herein and in other pertinent laws, rules and regulations. In addition, a consortium or consortia of qualified schools and/or entities may establish and operate review centers or conduct review classes upon compliance with the provisions of these Rules.

7.2 CATEGORIES OF APPLICANTS

Applicants who desire to establish and operate a review center or to conduct review classes covering educational programs with licensure examinations may be classified into two (2) categories:

a. Schools, colleges or universities established/created by the State, or by operation of law, or private HEIs granted recognition by the Commission on Higher Education (CHED);